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• Physical Education and Sport (PES)
• Judo
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A new context for sports educators
• more equipped and connected audiences
ospecific attitudes and practices with
particularities and implications
• fi. the visibility of activities in the public space

• technology can change the way activities

are conducted

Effects of digitalisation and influence on
professional practices of PES
1. Academic background
2. Methodology and data collecPon
3. Results and discussion

1. What’s going on with ICT in the context
of Judo?
• Scientific challenge: observation of educators facing

the digital world in a non-prescriptive institutional
context (ie. low level of injunction)
• Modalities and effects
• Disruption ?
• professional identity
• logics and ways of understanding the occupational sphere
and its outlines
• Coping ?

• digital technologies and their diffusion
• educator’s audience relationship to these
technologies.

Integrative transactions ?
Theory of curriculum (Perrenoud, 1993)
• Educational path: formal or non-formal technical

appropriation, including learning by doing (cf. Dewey,
Lewin, Piaget ; Kolbl & Fry, 1975 ; Gabriel, 1996)

• Learning from peers: theory of social learning

(Mischel and Shoda, 1998), phenomenon of
contagion by mimetism (Christakis & Fowler, 2007) or
viral dimension (Green, Horel, Papachristos, 2017)

• Sharing with peers: connectivist theory suggesting

distribution of role and tasks (ie., Siemens, 2005 ;
Downes, 2005),

2. French Judo educators in their
relationship with their occupational activity
• Part of a large scale survey activity (Perez-Roux,

Perez, Gabriel, Papet & Cassignol, 2016)
• Procedure : mixed research methodology
• quantitative scales and dimensions + qualitative data
• Sample: French Judo teachers from the Region

Occitanie + Judo teachers who subscribe to a
social network of French Judo teachers

+ Organization of research and data
collection
• Phase 1. Ethnographic survey and series of non-

directive interviews

• Phase 2. Exploratory survey from interviews (n =

12)

• Phase 3. Main Survey
• semi-directive interviews (n=44)
• paper questionnaire (n=132)
• online questionnaire / national scale (n = 108)

• Phase 4. Analysis of actual activity and new

online survey

Questionnaire
survey
How Judo
teachers enter
a major
evolution in
recent years:
the digital
world.

"About communication, what
importance do you place on
digital tools (club webpage,
Facebook-type social
networks, online video for
studying techniques)?
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Interviews

• Who is he/she (age, gendrer) ? Where and with whom is he/she

teaching judo?
• What are the context features of the activity?
• Teachers have a Facebook page, a blog or web pages. Is this
your case? If yes, could you please specify:

• How do you consider this approach, what interest do you see in it?
• In particular, what about the pedagogical uses of digital technologies

(registration, referral to videos of fights, katas ...)?

• How do you rate your mastery of digital tools on this scale from

1 (no or very low) to 10 (excellent)
• Are the extra-curricular uses of digital technologies by your
students reflected in your activities with them (eg. TV series,
social media with their rules and etiquette)? What do they refer
to (text-sms; uploading photos to Instagram, Facebook page
consultation, Twitter posting, Online games with Xbox, Email,
Skype, followers and followers ... )?
• If these uses are apparent, do you feel

• 1) that they contribute to the education and culture of your students?
• 2) that these uses are healthy and do not pose obvious safety

problems?
• 3) that these uses respect the privacy and freedom of speech of
others?
• 4) that students take a critical look at activities in cyberspace?
• 5) what students demonstrate about these uses, integrity, honesty,
and ethical behaviour?

+

Participants interviews
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3. The relationship between judo
educators and the digital world
• Results :
• Significance of digitalisation for Judo

educators
• Paper versus online
• The gender isssue

Questionnaire

• Aspects of occupational activity digital

transformation
Interviews

+
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Paper versus online

• Effect of the

mode of
inquiry (cf.
Amiel &
Denoyelle,
2012) and/or
specificities
of the
subsamples
(Credoc,
2010)

+

Digital tools
perceived at least
as quite important
& genders
• ICT

equalising
force
between the
genders
(Khan &
Ghadially,
2010)
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Digital as an efficiency tool
To save time or to reduce efforts to disseminate
information:
"For example last night on Facebook I gave information
about the internship with my students. I think it's a good
working tool if it's well mastered” (Rémi, 41)
"The club had evolved a lot, I had a communication role
with the members, to inform them about the
competitions, about the news of the club ... by using
digital. It's usually more about the organization part of
the club than about the sporting part "(Raynal, 35)

Concerns about the audience and its
characteristics
"My project is to create the site of the club ... Today
license registration is done on Internet in all clubs. So just
that, they have the link directly on the club site. In
addition instead of going through Facebook directly, it
would make people go on the site of the club. It would
allow to advertise, the sponsors on the site ... the young
people are every day on the phone, on the Facebook
page …” (Raphael, 23)

Concerns about privacy
"How do you account for the life and the evolution of the club
while having an approach to communication that preserves
the privacy of all? For example on the Facebook of our club,
we do not put pictures that is to say the photos we put on
our website which is protected so that the photos are not
used "(Rémi, 41 years).

Coping with digital may be a dilemma
"So, there is a website that has been created. It is also like
that, that we have people who come to us because they saw
us on the Internet site. Unfortunately, and we have been
discussing it for some time, but we do not know how to do it,
we would like to use Facebook. Because we realize that
Facebook is an interesting vector, to bring an audience. We
talked to other clubs who used it, and who said that's fine. So
we do not have qualified staff to deal with that. And even the
update of our site always poses us problems, to find a person.
But, we would like to go on Facebook, actually. Finally, among
other things, because, perhaps, there are other ways, which
we do not explore at this time and which may be interesting.
We are not closed. We are open, but we do not have the skill.
We're here, but we're a bit naive” (Sirius, 66).

Sometimes, local resources exist and a division of
tasks can be organized
"So, already, I do not have Facebook. Already just for me,
I do not like social networks.
All that stuff, I'm not there. So the Facebook page, for
me, it is the president who deals with it. I pass
information, I tell him, put it on Facebook, and he takes
care of it” (Salvatore, 29).

Things seems also selfexplanatory
“Depending on what we are working on, I tell them, here you
have the opportunity to see a particular DVD, or on the Internet,
live videos. I give them the link. I would say, it's more with adults,
in the preparing ranking examination. They ask me, but in return
it is more adults who tell me that they went to watch. Teens, not
too much, it's pretty amazing, they expect more than that by the
demonstration of their teacher. I do not know. I do not have too
many returns at this level. But I give them anyway. So maybe
they go there too, I do not know.”
- You ask them about the next time?
“No, not systematically. I do not want them to feel obligated to go
and see if they've been there. I feel like I'm doing an
interrogation. It's for their information. If they want to go deeper,
or to review a technique that we have worked, that they have not
felt, they go there. I do not want them to feel like school. We're
still in hobby, so I do not want them to feel that way”. (Rosy, 54)

To sum-up
• A fair and large shared sensibility of Judo educators

to digitalisation
• Issues (theoretical and methodological)

• Means of investigation (paper versus online)
• Gender

• A positive attitude towards the integration of the

digital dimension into professional practices

• Three aspects of occupational activity digital transformation :
• dissemination of information about the club and practices,
• training and pedagogy
• appropriation of digital means.

• Coping follows different paths
• Lack of Initial training of Judo teachers and for the taking into

account of digitalisation in training

To conclude
• An integrative approach of digitalisation
• adapting to changes is seen as essential
• question of values: the culture of Judo remains evident and is

battered by issues that are now inviting in the sports and
associative sphere

• Various forms of integrative transactions exist regarding

the appropriation of ICT by educators

• The analysis needs to broaden and deepen, to other areas of

education and to the study of individual trajectories and collective
organizations
• To recognize these forms fully may be of interest when reflecting
over training strategies relating to ICT implementation.

Thank you !

Contact: philippe.gabriel@umontpellier.fr

